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WELCOME AND BLESSING
4

T

his monograph welcomes and blesses the reader with
a sharing that is rooted in the experience of Pulangiyen
educational initiatives in Sitio Bendum in Malaybalay City,
Bukidnon. More than just to document a case study, or a
project, this publication wishes to share the experience of duma,
accompanying the Pulangiyen as they seek a way forward for
themselves and for their children.
The initiative in Bendum began because the community
recognized a need: a school for their children. They also
welcomed the opportunity to work with others who could support
them in their efforts. Those who work with Indigenous Peoples
may be familiar with the rituals of pandawat, of welcome that are
used to greet visitors. It is a ceremony performed for the good
of all and that cannot be rushed. People pray and then slowly
prepare a meal; this is an acceptance of all that is happening and
a sharing of food amongst friends.

While this may be a new—and perhaps, frustrating—experience
for those who are accustomed to keeping project timelines and
schedules, it is something that must be accepted and honored.
This is what it means to accompany a community; it means being
open and willing to take the time to listen and to learn, rather
than simply taking the lead.
To be welcomed by the Indigenous Peoples is to engage in a
new way. It means to find a way of encountering people that is
based on respect and appreciation of others. Above all, this kind
of engagement is a learning process, for both the community and
its partners.
This monograph is an offering by the Pulangiyen community
of Bendum led by Datu Nestor Menaling. It was written in
order to share the learning and experience with those actively
assisting indigenous communities, as well as with those that
may have limited opportunities to engage. It is hoped that this
learning process will continue—for the Pulangiyen and for other
communities who share a desire for education and a future for
their cultures. This reflection that is shared and documented
is a blessing; a humble desire that all goes well for those who
engage, for all who seek reconciliation amongst communities
and culture, and with Migtanghaga and tanghaga, Creator and
creation.
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INTRODUCTION
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T

he Pulangiyen learning program began, as with many communities,
as an activity to engage children in the basics of reading, writing and
numeracy, while creating an interest amongst the adults to further their
learning.
In remote villages, it is common to find individuals who had several years
of grade school from some neighboring barangay, and a few who may
have even completed elementary education. Amongst the Pulangiyen
in Bendum, there were many with basic literacy but not the occasion
to appreciate a more responsive education that sustained continuous
learning.
And so, the initial classes to advance adult literacy were held in the evening
with a hurricane lamp. Over the years, this literacy program expanded into
what it is today: an Indigenous People’s community school offering a basic
education program and integrating community and cultural knowledge.
The drive towards education is seen as a basic pre-requisite to appropriate
and authentic human development. The approach to education

taken in Apu Palamguwan Cultural Education Center is based on this
understanding: that it is an investment in the integrity and continuity
of a culture and community way of life, and not simply a short-term fix
or entry into a mode of economic development that does not bring true
satisfaction. It is an approach to learning a sustainable life.
More importantly, it is an education that is rooted in the ancestral domain
or gaup (pronounced ga- p), bringing together the values and knowledge
of previous generations as a context of learning for the next generations.
The gaup is where education starts, develops, and is sustained.
This monograph presents the experience of one community’s efforts in
establishing an indigenous education program. As such, it is rooted in
a particular context; the history, geography, and wider social concerns
of the community form the basis of this experience. There is however a
larger story behind this particular case. It is a story about Indigenous
Peoples, culture and language, and the wealth of diversity that is part of
the Philippines’ heritage. There is a need to learn about all cultures and to
develop a deeper understanding of human creativity and the richness of
diversity in a growing society in order to understand the current initiatives
in Indigenous Peoples’ education. Valuing every person and culture is what
multilingual and culture-based education is all about.
The text will use two maps to illustrate the locations of Indigenous Peoples
and the areas where communities are living their cultures and using their
languages. These maps do not however reflect the full complexity of the
matter; these maps are illustrative and intended to help the reader come to
a better understanding of the many challenges facing Indigenous Peoples
today. The maps are done in order to reawaken an awareness of cultural
diversity and promote greater sensitivity to the culture and spiritual
practices of Indigenous Peoples and a deep appreciation of their integrity
with creation.
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INDIGENOUS PEOPLES, CULTURE AND LANGUAGE
8

W

ho are the Indigenous Peoples? These are self-identified communities
who have lived continuously on communally bound and defined
territories with varying degrees of connectivity to mainstream society. The
different cultures share ancestry, language, systems of relations, and are
acknowledged as having certain self-governing rights, and so “Peoples”
is capitalized. They consider themselves indigenous to the land and this
sense of belonging is something they value deeply.
The Philippines is comprised of 127 groups that have been identified
based on ethno-linguistic differences. Sixty-four of these are subclassifications that share similar linguistic characteristics with other,
larger groups. This classification system is limited however, since true
cultural descriptions must go beyond simply linguistics and take into
account ancestry, the history of migration and intermarriage. Moreover,
the boundaries that appear on a map are not absolute when it comes
to cultures. These boundaries must be viewed as zones of presence and
activity and are changing over time. The cultural groups can be divided
into three main types: mainstream, then upland, marshland or wetland,

and sea-based cultures. These cultures and communities co-exist with
these particular ecosystems.
It is difficult—and erroneous—to simplistically classify people as indigenous
because of where they are located. There is a wide range of culture, as well
as varying levels of self-identification, and this why the general term lumad
is not used here. They have never come under one identity, they have
only been identified as such from the outside based on their differences
from the mainstream. Although such identification may be desirable in
terms of forming political strength and having a uniform voice, this would
not reflect the truth of the situation, or the reality of who the Indigenous
Peoples are. The effort here is rather to encourage a deeper appreciation
of the value of cultural diversity, which may not always fit into the easy
conceptual language used in society.
It is important to look at the history of how cultures and languages interact
with mainstream society and how these interactions have shaped the
context of Indigenous Peoples today. Mainstream culture has carved a
path from the coastline inland. This is evident on the map, in terms of
where the main roads are found. Mainstream languages have laid the path
for, and moved along, what are now the present highways. Often these
determine the location of urban centers, and thus also opportunities and
access to resources.
The map shows where indigenous peoples are and the lands that they
have been left with: uplands, marshlands, and islands. Indigenous
communities are closely linked to the landscape and have traditional
practices that are related to and responsive to the environment; the second
map illustrates this relationship. The map indicates where indigenous
communities are; usually, they are present in areas with significant natural
resources—forests and water sources. Mineral deposits are also found in
these areas. Their practices are often basic to sustaining critical ecological
services that serve many basic needs of lowland or urban areas. Yet, they
are often not recognized for who they are and the value of the culture they
represent, or what they do in terms of sustaining the environment.
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MAP 1. INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES IN MINDANAO

MAP 2. LANGUAGE AND NATURAL RESOURCES IN MINDANAO

Mindanao alone has 49 linguistic groups, majority of which are rural.
However, migrants from the Visayas have moved into Mindanao
establishing language and land use practices in many areas, both urban
and rural. Land use by migrants focuses on developing both intensive
permanent agriculture and upland farms in what have become cogonal
areas.
A language must be in active use by a community for it to be defined as
a language. Given the pressure of mainstream society and language,
some languages are slowly being overtaken. For example, Butuanon
is approaching extinction as a language. Although it is used in a
family context, its use in community is fairly limited based on available
information.
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There are five mainstream languages: Tagalog, which is identified as the
national language, Cebuano, Hiligaynon, Chavacano, and Davawenyo. The
latter two are languages that emerged from an earlier period and are the
lingua franca in use in a specific geographical area. A special note must
be made about Maguindanawon and Maranao. These are languages—and
people—that are obviously indigenous to Mindanao, however, they do not
consider themselves under the title of Indigenous Peoples, neither are
they minorities. The languages therefore are considered mainstream Moro
languages, in that they are linked today to urban centers, but they have
their roots in trading centers and on the landscape.

BENDUM: THE AREA AND ITS PEOPLE
15

The area’s geographical context and history
The background of this experience and story is Mindanao, specifically the
province of Bukidnon as the location of a particular group of Indigenous
Peoples.
Bukidnon has four watersheds: Agusan Cugman, Tagaloan, Cagayan, and
Pulangi. The environment and ecology have made it a prime area for
logging operations and today agricultural ventures, attracting interest and
investment at many levels: local and global, political and economic. And
for the same reasons, Bukidnon is also home to indigenous communities
who are dependent on the forest resources for their livelihood and way of
life.
Bukidnon has a long history of relations with Indigenous Peoples that
include the Spanish and American colonizers and missionaries, the influx

of American plantations and their business expansion, and today, the
continuing influence of the global economy and the push of migrants to
acquire land.
The people
The Bukidnon Pulangiyen is a group of Indigenous People whose
documented ancestry in the area dates back to the early 19th century. They
moved around the mountains in search of better resources, returning to
areas of productivity and peace. This constant movement was a way of
life, but also a response to occasional wars. They were river-based people,
with some of the early settlements by the Agusan, Tagaloan, Cagayan, and
Pulangi Rivers.
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The Pulangiyen are basically a natural resource dependent people. For
many years, they relied on forest resources and swidden for their basic
livelihood needs. Their culture and beliefs are therefore rooted to the
forest. Although upland communities have been criticized for their land
use practices, a distinction must be made between the swidden cultivation
of indigenous communities and the more destructive slash-and-burn
practices often implemented by lowland migrants. Swidden incorporates
a range of traditional crops planted in a cycle of forest regeneration. The
community does not clear-cut the forest and traditionally, it does not
plough the soil allowing roots and seed stock to remain. This practice plays
an important role in maintaining the diversity of the upland environment,
as well as ensuring sustained water infiltration and lowering levels of soil
erosion.
Two waves of colonizers and two wars had an impact on these peoples’
way of life. Some accepted the Spanish colonizers, but most chose to
retreat to the forested areas of northeastern Mindanao. Settlements were
established in Labang, Maasam, Adgoaon, and Umayam Rivers in Agusan.
Others chose to migrate upstream to the headwaters of the Pulangi. The
elders drew their identity from the tributaries along which they settled.
Those near the Pulangi River were called Pulangiyen.
With the American occupation came the arrival of the American Baptist
missionaries to Upper Pulangi. Some of the communities accepted their

presence and integrated with mainstream society, but others retreated
further, to the eastern side of the Pulangi River. When the Second World
War began, more groups crossed over and settled in this area.
After the Japanese War, through which the community suffered, the
government through the Commission on National Integration invited these
“nomadic” groups to come down from the uplands and form their own
communities. Some settled in Sumpilon, now St. Peter, near the Namnam
River. Others established their communities further north, along the banks
of the Salundinganon-Pulangi, Kaluwayan, and Manambulan Rivers. These
latter settlements comprise what is now known as Bendum.
Sitio Bendum
The pressure of military and rebel presence is part of the context of
Mindanao. The presence of the NPA in the 1970s led to heightened
military suspicion of indigenous communities and created a general
feeling of insecurity in the area. Logging in the 1960s and 1970s disrupted
17

the traditional livelihood activities and way of life all along the Pulangi; the
area of what is now Bendum became a log deck.
Despite all these external factors, the community in Bendum decided that
retreating further up the mountains was no longer a viable option. They
needed access to land, livelihood opportunities, secure food supply, and
health care. Rather than keep moving, the community decided to stake its
claim to their domain, their gaup.
In the mid-1980s, Bendum was recognized as a sitio and became part of
the political jurisdiction of Barangay Busdi in Malaybalay City. Based on
2010 census data, Bendum has about 235 inhabitants, 57% of which are
indigenous and 16% of mixed ancestry. The rest—27% — are dumagat, or
migrant.
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The Pulangiyen of Bendum seek to reassert their cultural identity in society.
They recognize that education is the critical tool that allows them secure
their rights to their ancestral domain so that they can continue to live
according to their culture and tradition and engage society with greater
equity.

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE IN BENDUM

L

anguage is critical to the identity of Indigenous Peoples, it allows them to
share their knowledge, values, and beliefs, and is fundamental to the life
of the culture. Language enables people to communicate as a people, as
a specific community. It allows a community to participate and determines
the quality of their participation, in society. A community’s language allows
its leaders to draw from their concepts of life and governance and gives
them the confidence to express and assert their rights—even when this
must be done through a broader lingua franca of Visayan or Tagalog.
The Pulangiyen language, referred to as Pinulangiyen, is widely spoken
amongst the Bukid-non (amongst whom it is referred to as Binukid) and
Talaandig communities in the uplands of Bukidnon. The Pulangiyen have
adopted Visayan as the lingua franca; in turn, the Visayan migrants in
Bendum learn Pinulangiyen,
The Pulangiyen are governed by a set of customs and traditions handed
down over the generations. These laws are based on the value of
maintaining harmonious relationships with nature and on the belief in
the interconnectedness of people and the environment. This is seen in
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many of the Pulangiyen’s social structures. For instance, gender roles
are traditionally defined according to the tasks involving the land: men
do the cutting, burning and clearing, and cultivate the land; women are
responsible for planting and harvesting.
The community also believes that their ancestors’ spirits are in the
landscape where they lived and that the indiscriminate and irresponsible
use of these resources angers the spirits and brings ill fortune.
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EDUCATION AT THE MARGINS: A HISTORY OF
EDUCATION IN BENDUM

L

imited information presents a rough estimate of about 300 informal
education initiatives, including child literacy and formal community
programs, likely being implemented in Mindanao.
It must be noted that the nationally prescribed language of formal
education is not often a student’s first language, nor is it the language
of the home or of local knowledge. Indigenous children have limited
access to education, and when they do, their culture and language are
marginalized by the national educational system. Success is hard to come
by for those in informal systems and in mainstream schools, drop-out rates
continue to be high, especially for Indigenous Peoples.
In the late 1980s, the nearest public school to Bendum was three hours
away on foot: a walk too long and dangerous for school children. The
community willingly contributed their resources towards the establishment
of an education program. They built a classroom in the hopes that
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government would send them a teacher. At that time, basic services were
limited and there seemed to be no potential for government support.
In 1992, the community began working with an external support
organization. A series of community consultations was undertaken in Sitio
Bendum. The community highlighted the need for education but there
was also a range of interrelated concerns raised: water and health, rattan
and timber extraction, security of their ancestral domain or gaup, abaca
production, peace and stability.
By 1993, a basic literacy program (reading, writing, and arithmetic) for
children and adults was in place in Sitio Bendum. These classes were
conducted in Pulangiyen, the mother tongue, because the community
wanted an education that will give their children skills that would be useful
and applicable to life in the community.
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This cultural education program was later developed into a formal school
structure with a defined program of education and learning system,
including the teaching of Filipino and English. The assisting organization
and community members designed a five-year education program that not
only covered elementary level learning competencies but also integrated
local culture and addresses expressed community needs. In 1995, the setup was formal in that there was a full curriculum and a class schedule and
system of record keeping, but there was no official recognition from the
Department of Education (DepED).
This set-up presented a problem. Government did not officially recognize
Indigenous Peoples’ education initiatives, even if formal. Upon completing
the cultural education program, government required the students from
Bendum to validate their education by taking equivalency examinations,
the Philippine Educational Placement Test (PEPT), administered by
DepED. This was a system developed by DepED but there were limits to its
application and accessing the system proved to be a further setback for
many.
Although the PEPT worked well for lowland students, it did not respond to
the realities of communities in the uplands. The system left the Bendum
students continuously detained in the primary level, unable to advance to
secondary education.

DepED Undersecretary Fe Hidalgo, Datu Menaling and Pedro Walpole during ceremonies
marking the official recognition of APC by the Department of Education on June 17, 2004.

The community in Bendum, together with the assisting organization,
decided that the best way forward was to obtain DepED recognition as
an elementary school for Indigenous Peoples. They began this process
in 2004. The community named the school Apu Palamguwan Cultural
Education Center (APC) after their mythical ancestor who embodied the
community’s desire to be educated in the context of their culture and way
of life.
The process of advocacy and coordination with DepED led to the
promulgation of DepED Order No 42, S.2004 giving “permission to
operate primary schools for Indigenous Peoples.” This was a significant
policy development as it gave greater flexibility in dealing with indigenous
communities and laid the basis by which to relate with DepED. The
departmental order also made it possible to bridge the systems employed
by Indigenous Peoples’ schools, such as APC, that adopted the Revised
Basic Education Curriculum at the national level.
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The DepED order also allowed Indigenous Peoples’ schools to recruit local
or community teachers to teach cultural content and to adopt a school
calendar that is more aligned to the community’s seasonal livelihood and
cultural life. What is essential is to achieve the same level of competencies
in required subject areas so students are not at a critical disadvantage
when entering mainstream high school.
APC was the first school recognized by DepED under this order. APC was
also a unique case, different from the recognition given to other schools
catering to Indigenous Peoples. Unlike the others that were recognized
on the basis of being an extension of a private school, APC was recognized
as an independent school and not within the confines and definition of a
public or private school system. This approach to Multilingual Education
(MLE) based in the community has the potential to adapt further to the
needs and aspirations of communities while meeting the competencies
required.
The DepED recognition and support from various sectors allow APC to
address the challenges of meeting the need for education at the margins.

THE LEARNER

M

any of the children who attend school at APC are from related families.
Not all the students are Pulangiyen because children from migrant
families who settled in Bendum also enroll in APC. At present, there are
nearly 200 students enrolled in APC, with some studying in the Nabawang
extension. Almost 90 percent are indigenous, with boys and girls equally
represented.
The youngest child enrolled is four years old in Kinder 1 and the oldest
is 20 years old in Grade 5. Some of the APC students are slightly older
by around two or three years than expected for the same grade in a
mainstream school. Often, this is because children start school at a later
age due to lack of access or opportunity.
The school later built a dalupaan or dormitory to house students coming
from other villages in Upper Pulangi, as well as from the adjacent villages
of the neighboring province of Agusan del Sur. Today, children from more
than 10 other villages in Upper Pulangi and Agusan del Sur attend classes
at APC.
Almost 100 boys and girls have graduated from APC since 2005.
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CULTURE-BASED EDUCATION IN UPPER PULANGI
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T

he design of APC’s educational system was led by the community’s
expression of what they needed and wanted, and not based on any
external definition. In the process of working with the community and
through the culture– and not simply with the teachers - there was a serious
effort to listen to what people were saying and experiencing. Based on the
community’s expressed needs, the school’s approach focused on ensuring
that the life of the people was the central learning experience.
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) and DepED have adopted the approach of multilingual
education. MLE focuses on multiple languages starting with the mother
tongue. The MLE approach is useful in contexts where several languages
are in use, and where children learn the lingua franca and the national
language, if they are not the same. MLE is important in that it seeks a
localized approach to education that allows for learning the mother tongue
and effectively bridges this with the national language. In the case of
indigenous communities, including that of the Pulangiyen, this process
of bridging includes the foundation in the mother tongue, strengthening

local learning and providing a strong conceptual framework that parents
and local knowledge can support, the teaching of the provincial or regional
lingua franca, and the national language. Additionally, the education
agenda includes the teaching of English in the basic education curriculum.
APC takes the culture-based approach to education. The focus is on
ensuring that the life and culture of the people is the central learning
experience for its students. This approach is inclusive of the goals of MLE,
but goes beyond the basics in terms of culture.
Both MLE and culture-based education start with first language first.
Students develop competence in their mother tongue in both oral and
written forms and concept development is done in this first language.
When a strong conceptual foundation is established in the mother tongue,
these concepts can then be more easily learned in other languages as
students progress. As designed in the curriculum, other languages are
added and taught, but the mother tongue is never abandoned, and
conceptual growth and development continues throughout.
A culture-based system does not focus on translating concepts and lessons;
concepts are taught using both mother tongue and the culture. Culturebased education recognizes the importance of integrating the community’s
knowledge system and way of life in the school curriculum to sustain the
culture and tradition of the Pulangiyen and other cultural groups in the
area. This approach allows children to be supported in their learning by
their parents, other members of the community, and by their surroundings.
The gaup is the context of learning and one of the primary objectives of
education is the effective management of the gaup that encompasses
both the community and land. The culture-based system utilized in
APC draws on the resources within the domain as content and learning
materials. Because the culture is used as content, lesson plans incorporate
the reality of community life and tackle topics such as land productivity,
trade and livelihood, and employment opportunities. Cultural traditions
are also integrated into lesson plans, which allow students to develop an
understanding and appreciation of the community’s practices.
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Culture-based education as an educational approach responds to the
need for a system that promotes authentic learning and cultural integrity
for indigenous communities and recognizes that this is done with the
objective of achieving sustainable community development. Where
mainstream education often focuses on individual achievement and
excellence, a culture-based system views education as an investment in
the community and its way of life and the school is seen as a community
resource.
The benefits of culture-based education
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Teaching indigenous culture in school is a way of keeping the traditional
knowledge and practices of the community alive. The reality for some
indigenous communities in the Philippines is that their traditions are
increasingly remembered and practiced only by the elders, and may
be lost in succeeding generations. By learning and practicing their
culture, children grow up with a strong sense of identity and a sense
of their cultural heritage. Beyond associating their identity with just
their traditional costume or dress, they have a deep appreciation and
understanding of the relations and responsibilities in way of life of their
people.
Aside from the benefit to the children, the culture-based system
strengthens the entire community’s sense of their culture. In the process
of drawing on their experience and way of life for the lesson content,
the community rediscovers much of their culture, including terms and
meanings that may have been forgotten. The benefit of a culture-based
curriculum is that it allows students to remain rooted in their cultural
identity, while developing the skills and competencies that are required
to engage and integrate with broader society. It allows community to
integrate new concepts and new relations with the broader society around
them and to participate without self-consciousness in the growth of a more
human development for all.
An example of this is the use of the word Pulangiyen to identify
themselves, a term that re-emerged during the process of establishing
the school. The community used to identify itself as simply lumad, an

external generic term used to describe Indigenous Peoples in Mindanao.
When the community recalled with the elders the term Pulangiyen,
they remembered its root word, pulang, and what exactly it means to
be Pulangiyen. They are the people of the Pulangi River. As with many
indigenous communities they identify with the river that sustains them.
Beyond that, for them the meaning comes from the word pulang, to keep
vigil. In the context of the community’s justice system, pulang means not
to sleep, to sit up all night until conflict is resolved. This system for seeking
to do justice and resolving conflicts through penalties is characteristic of
the people living in the Upper Pulangi, whose sense of justice is not based
on mangangayaw, a vengeance-based justice where an entire community
can take the blame for an erring member justifying violence and multiple
deaths.
In a recent meeting with the youth this new understanding of pulang had
interesting consequences. The youth possessed a living concept and they
saw they could be a source of peace, that they had a tradition and a process
they were proud of and could seek a settlement on their terms. “Peace”
as a banner and concept comes from “outside” and does not necessarily
give people a role and responsibility. They are merely beneficiaries, if
and when peace “happens.” Now the youth feel they can be a creative
force for kalandang (peace) as they now have an inculturated process for
negotiating peace.
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Developing a culture-based education system
In the course of developing the education program for Bendum, several
questions were asked of the community:
•

What kind of community do we wish to build?

•

How do we see ourselves relating with others?

•

How do we see our role in the management of the environment,
which is our domain?

A healthy community, according to the outputs from discussions, has the
following characteristics:
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•

Cultural vitality and integrity, as seen in community activities
and events

•

Strong sense of history and knowledge of genealogy

•

Secure, natural resource-based livelihoods, sustainable from
both the economic and resource standpoints

•

Capacities and responsibilities, as well as hopes and strategies,
are shared with the youth

•

Ability to assert rights and to advocate for recognition of these
rights with broader society

•

Ability to express and communicate clearly with broader society
as new relationships and ventures are sought

In summary, they seek a healthy community, a well-managed environment,
and social equity. What then should the children and youth be learning in
school?

CONTENT
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A

s a culture-based education system, the content of the educational
program is drawn from the community’s knowledge system and way
of life. Aside from the mainstream subjects covering the basic elementary
level learning competencies, the curriculum includes a cultural component
that is integrated with the community’s way of life and addresses
community needs.
The medium of instruction is primarily Pulangiyen, although in practice,
Visayan is used in some classes. Pulangiyen continues to be used
in succeeding grades, but its use is progressively reduced with the
introduction of Filipino and then English.
Kinder classes integrate basic language and math lessons. These are
organized into themes such as self, family and community, and the
physical and global word. Culture and community is also a major theme,
wherein children begin learning the vocabulary associated with Pulangiyen

Basic subjects and distribution of subjects by year level
Kinder
1

2

Daweg*
A

B

K

D

E

G

Integrated Language
and Math
Sa Inikagiyan Day
Math
Science, Health and
Environment
Filipino
English
Hekasi
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Livelihood
*Daweg means cluster. Daweg A-G corresponds to Grades 1-6.

food, tools, arts, customs and events, beliefs, and rituals. They also
begin learning about the Pulangiyen domain and community relations,
governance and history.
The first two grades focus on language and math. Language, or Sa
Inikagiyan Day (Mother Tongue), covers the basic vocabulary and grammar
in the mother tongue, Pulangiyen. Teachers focus on developing
foundation skills, such as oral and written competency, as well as listening
and reading comprehension. Other themes are integrated into this
subject, related to community and cultural life such as family genealogy
and origins, cultural objects events and gatherings, and the Pulangiyen
domain, including lessons on the importance of forests and water and how
these are maintained. Math is taught in the mother tongue. Science and
Filipino are introduced at the beginning of Daweg K.

Sa Panginabuhian Day is offered to students in Daweg D-G. This is an
opportunity to introduce some different livelihood skills to the children,
as well as enrich their knowledge, skills, and orientation on livelihood
activities of the community: handicraft production, beadmaking, and
gardening. Other subjects introduced in Daweg D are Araling Panlipunan
and English.
Beyond the classroom, students actively participate in the cultural life of
the community, learning as much from the elders as from the teachers.
Lesson plans are developed for both mainstream and cultural subjects. A
series of Pulangiyen text and workbooks were published in 1998. These are
primarily language texts, but they also include other lessons on Pulangiyen
ancestry, community descriptions, local legends, traditional practices, local
wildlife, medicine and resources.
Teachers identify certain skills and competencies that students must exhibit
per subject in a given grading period. Their level of mastery is tested and
evaluated based on class participation that includes oral recitation, quizzes,
assignments, projects, and quarterly exams. There are four grading periods
per school year.
Grading system
The grading system follows this distribution:
Quarterly examinations			
Quizzes					
Class participation including oral recitation
Assignments					
Projects					

40%
25%
15%
10%
10%

A study conducted on performance of Indigenous Peoples in basic
mathematics shows that the Pulangiyen students of Bendum are able
to comprehend and execute basic math skills and exhibit average
performance. Scores of Grade 6 students are similar to the scores of
students from private rural schools.
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GAUP: THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
34

F

rom the community’s perspective, the gaup is the physical area where
they live and carry out their traditions and way of life. It is also the
proper context for education or learning.
The gaup includes the village and extending out to the rivers and
surrounding forests along the Pantaron mountains. It is the location
of livelihood activities, farming, hunting, and gathering, as well as the
different sites for spiritual ritual.
In 1995, the community in Bendum began the process of applying for
a Certificate of Ancestral Domain Claim (CADC) from the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources (DENR.) The Bendum application was
only one of many overlapping claims in the Upper Pulangi.
Rather than join the process for making a large unified claim on the valley
where they felt a lack of control over the resources they had protected,
the community decided to make a separate claim on a smaller area.
This decision was one that signified that the community was willing to
participate in broader society and undergo the necessary processes. It

was also an assertion of their independence from other stronger political
structures. The community simply wanted to secure a portion of their
ancestral domain and exercise the responsibility to manage it.
On 8 June 1998, the Department of Environment and Natural Resources
issued a CADC for Bendum. But receiving the CADC was not the end of the
struggle. Although the CADC recognizes and legitimizes their presence,
it is still only a piece of paper with no economic power to decide over the
use of resources such as regenerated falcata (Albizzia falcataria) from the
time of logging. The community continues to struggle with the challenges
of maintaining their domain, in the face of livelihood insecurity, threats to
peace, pressures from corporate interests on the land, and the day-to-day
problems of the community.
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ELEMENTS OF A COMMUNITY SCHOOL

I

t is important to emphasize that APC is a community school first of all
because of the element of community participation. The school was borne
out of the community’s initiative and from their desire that their children
be educated.
The school has, in a very real sense, helped form the community as it is
today. Before the establishment of the school, residents lived in more
dispersed pattern, staying close to their areas of cultivation. Today, families
live in the sitio: they walk to their fields and the children can walk to school.
Parents and tribal elders believe that this is a positive development.
The school has had an impact on the people’s daily life, as families must
respond to a class schedule and ensure that the children keep it. The
family also benefits from school hours when younger children are cared for,
freeing up adults for work. The school also provides activities and venues
for gathering with the broader community.

Datu Menaling

Another element of community participation that makes the school distinct
is the role of community teachers. Community teachers have the integrity
of knowledge required to educate the children in and through the culture,
and this is a significant factor in a school for Indigenous Peoples. As much
as possible, teachers need to be of the culture and know Pulangiyen.
On the one hand, the value of the community teachers’ role is duly
recognized, but on the other hand, there is an acknowledgement of
the need to develop teaching skills and capacities. This is often done
through the assistance of consultants or volunteers who, at appropriate
opportunities, can support the teachers.
Although it is clearly a community school, there is an organization that
accompanies the community and provides an appropriate level of support.
In the case of APC, the school has a Board of Trustees that oversees the
development of necessary finances and ensures the school’s accountability
and compliance to national processes and legal requirements while
seeking full understanding with the indigenous governance structure
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which is led by the datu. However, the board does not interfere in the
local management of the school. This is why the school does not have a
principal; the datu is considered the principal person in relation to the
school.
The role of the datu is a critical element in the set-up of a community
school. The responsibility for operation of the school and all matters of
concern are processed through the datu. This is of primary importance
in operating the school and cannot be overemphasized. The datu is the
principal person in the set-up and all decision-making in relation to the
school flows through him. He is consulted on every teacher and pupil who
comes into the school, and his opinion is sought on matters that involve
teachers and students. He is involved in decision-making and resolution of
disciplinary cases, which are considered matters of justice.
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Much of this responsibility is informal, it happens in response to the
daily flow of activities and concerns it is difficult to talk about a decisionmaking system or procedure in the same way that these are understood
in a mainstream school. To those within the community, these are simply
matters of common sense.
There is usually a consultation with the datu before classes begin for
the semester, and other meetings may be held with him in response to
situations that arise in the school. Recently, construction was undertaken
for a new kinder classroom and comfort rooms for the school. The
construction plans were first presented to the tribal council and teachers,
and the sitio was also informed. If the school must be closed during
the semester due to unforeseen events, or the presence of arms in the
community, this is a matter reviewed with the datu for his decision.
Schedules are planned in consultation with the datu; his decision is
sought on matters such as the overlap of classes with Kaamulan (a cultural
gathering). The conduct of rituals, such as those for healing, is also taken
under advisement from the datu. In determining whether a matter
requires consultation with the datu, the basic principles upheld are those
of courtesy and respect.

VALUES

T

he Pulangiyen have core concepts that form a context for their way of
life. In many ways, these concepts show a web of relations - within the
community, with others, and with creation. These relationships are what
shape the kagena, the community’s culture and way of life. The palaan or
spiritual relations and tahud (the sense of the sacred) are the foundation
for all other relationships.
Three primary concepts form the context or background for the Pulangiyen
way of life: gaup, nalandangan daw hulas (domain, covenant and learning)
as expressed in daily life. The gaup is also the reference for the resources
that are critical to their survival: wahig (water) and kalasan (forest).
Nalandangan means the act of making a covenant and keeping it. The
community’s way of life is based on this sense of covenant, which is
the source of kalandang, peace. It is not something that comes from
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outside, or something they await to be given to them. In the context of
the community, peace is something that is established within the people.
The covenant is also instrumental in defining responsible allocation and
management to sustain the gaup and establish and maintain peace. The
covenant is an occasion for renewing and strengthening engagement with
others.
The covenant is very much about relationship and engagement. Behind
the concept of the covenant is the idea of ancestry (kalikat), which
defines relationship for the Pulangiyen. Ancestry is the basis for living
peacefully on the land and with others. Ancestry defines one’s land rights
and clan relationships, and allows the community to share its gaup.
Therefore, a person’s lineage situates one within the community and on
the environment. The genealogy is set down in all the relationships, not
only with others across the physical landscape, and also recognizes that
Migtanghaga, the Creator, gave the land and all life to the ancestors.
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Hulas refers to the tradition of how young people learn, something that
the community values very highly and has made a priority. Hulas is
seen as something that will help the community continue to live out its
culture (kagena) in a broadening world learning new skills and capacities
to engage with others. Gaup, nalandangan and hulas are integral to the
community’s identity and form the basis of the kind of leadership the
culture needs in order to survive. For the future of the community, the
growing concept of kahigayunan or opportunity is a critical addition. The
Pulangiyen continue to seek ways to engage broader society and build the
relationships within their community to move forward with strength.
Values in education
The values of the Pulangiyen flow from their culture and way of life.
Cultural values are not rarified to key words or general traits, such as
generosity, honesty, or industriousness, although these traits may be
embodied within the cultural values. Rather than re-work the values of the
community within a foreign framework, the effort is to honor the cultural
process and express their values as they hold them and live them out in
their daily relations.

The Pulangiyen cultural values are expressed in actions and signify
relationship: with the Creator, with others, with creation. Often, it is the
activity that is central to the value. The value although not expressed in
textbook form is evident in the action. The activity provides the context for
learning about the value. The people know what they must give, what they
must do.
When speaking of kaamulan for instance, the event triggers an automatic
response beyond the amul-amul or simply gathering. There must be
preparations and enough food must be prepared for visitors, not only
during their stay but also for their journey home. One must care for both
their coming and going. One should think of the people who are traveling
as they start to arrive and care for them during their visit. When they leave,
there must be enough food for them to carry during their journey that will
keep them strong and give them energy until they reach home and have
time to cook again. Although there may never be the explicit mention of
generosity, the value becomes obvious in the response to the event.
This social context animates all values in the culture. Values are best
taught through these experiences. Children are taught the concepts of
being good, quiet, honest, but this is often done in the context of child and
classroom management. There must be a real social, and cultural, context for
internalizing these values so they are not simply exercised in response to an
authority figure, but rather out of respect, responsibility, and the need and
opportunity to relate with others. In this way, the children learn to reflect on
the context and see the quality and the response that is called for.
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FUTURE OPTIONS: LIVELIHOOD, PEACE, FOOD SECURITY
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T

he community in Bendum faces many challenges and education is
identified as one of the primary strategies that can help them respond.
There are other programs being developed in relation to the needs beyond
education. A few of these are connected to other training initiatives for the
youth.
Livelihood
The community is interested in developing livelihood options that will
provide them a greater degree of security.
Abaca remains one of the culturally appropriate resources that the
community seeks to further develop. The effort is to enhance the existing
stocks by acquiring improved cultivated varieties. There is an ongoing
initiative to establish abaca gardens that will be a source of improved
cultivars for the community and as a training venue to acquire and transfer
new knowledge and skills in abaca production.

There are efforts to develop the related handicraft production and to
strengthen the market system that will contribute to the viability of abaca
as a livelihood option for the community. Currently, handicrafts that the
women produce are potentially significant cash sources at the household
and community level. However, market links are weak and production is
usually a seasonal affair, such as during special occasions, the start or end
of the school year, and during Christmas and New Year. Thus, the bugawan
or livelihood center does not have a readily available stock of products.
There is a need to develop appropriate arrangements with the producers,
while identifying and strengthening market links.
Hulas is a technical training program that began in 2010 and is conducted
twice a year for about 20 youth from Upper Pulangi, often those who are
not in school.
For two months, the participants undergo training to develop competence
in various vocational and technical skills. They also undergo various other
modules on culture and values. The program is intended to assist and
support the indigenous youth in Upper Pulangi and give them not only
viable productive skills, but help develop the self-esteem and confidence
that are critical for the youth.
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Peace
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Maintaining peace in their gaup is one of the community’s main concerns.
For three decades, the community was plagued by problems of insurgency
and militarization. Because of its location, Bendum is used as an entry
point into Bukidnon from Agusan, and as a result, there was much
government suspicion that the community was supportive of other groups.
The community suffers a double harassment from both sides and this is
a source of worry and insecurity. Encroachment on their land from both
sides has made it difficult for the community to protect and manage their
resources.
The community tries to assert their desire to live peacefully, but despite
their best efforts, there are occasional threats to their security. The school
is much affected by the presence of arms—both New People’s Army (NPA)
and military—although there are protocols in place to ensure the safety of
the students. The community requested their area be left alone and that
no arms enter, primarily because of the presence of children and children
from other villages, for whom there is deep responsibility. The tribal
and sitio leaders continue to ask armed groups to stay away, pass on, or

move around and the teachers are at the forefront of this process as well.
However, there have been occasions where classes were suspended due to
the presence of the NPA or military.
The presence of the school has in fact motivated the community to seek
ways to strengthen and affirm the Pulangiyen value of kalandang, peace.
Two months after an encounter in Zamboanguita, the Kabatan-unang
Lumadnung Pulangiyen, the youth group in Bendum, in cooperation
with Apu Palamguan Cultural Education Center, Environmental Science
for Social Change, and the Mindanaw Tripartite Youth Core-BishopUlama Conference called for a visit and dialogue for peace, referred to as
Bentela daw Sayuda hu Kalandang. They walked from Bendum down to
Zamboangita, meeting with the people, explaining their desire for peace
and tying ribbons on the fences along the way. This is sustained each year
by visits to the youth in many villages.
Peace is a word that is used so often, in so many different contexts,
and usually with very little commitment behind it, that it has become
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something of a cliché. Perhaps it is more appropriate to speak of what
Bendum desires as “freedom from fear.” Increasingly, the community
in Bendum is searching for ways to revive their culture of peace, and
to establish this freedom from fear themselves rather than wait for a
government response. For many indigenous communities caught in the
crossfire, the response is one of helplessness and an acceptance that there
is nothing they can do. Today, the youth are taking an active role and are
asking, “What can we do?”
Food security
Food security is another primary concern, and the community seeks to
ensure that they are able to cope with unexpected situations that may
threaten their food supply. Ensuring local food sources emerged from
the community’s experience during the 1997-98 El Niño. Bendum was
one of the communities hit by the drought, which left many without a
maize harvest. The drought was anticipated, but the community did not

have many options and struggled with the effects, primarily hunger. To
survive, the community relied on their knowledge of local food and various
rootstocks found in the forest, traditionally used during times of crises.
Upland communities have always been more economically poor than
those in the lowlands. However, anecdotal evidence indicates that the
genetically modified corn variety has not fulfilled its promise and migrant
families that invested in the corn are finding themselves trapped in a
cycle of debt and forced to work as labor on their own land. For the first
time then, some upland communities find that situations have reversed.
Environmental degradation is gravely affecting communities who are
losing their land to landslides. In the past five years, intense rainfall has
resulted in extensive small landslides, usually less than a quarter of a
hectare in area, though significant in terms of loss of productivity. The
increasing use of GMO (genetically modified organism) maize varieties and
the indiscriminate use of herbicide sprays destroy the root system further
aggravating environmental degradation.
In Bendum the community depends on bingala (cassava) and also many
varieties of kamote (sweet potato) and labug and lutya (taro) that serve as
a buffer against hunger. They can share their seed stock of maize and the
practice of interplanting is giving the community a level of food security
that is not always present down the valley.
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ACCOMPANYING THE FOREST
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P

art of the context of the gaup is the forest. A series of discussions was
undertaken with the community in relation to resource management
strategies and plans, but more than 10 years have passed since and it is
important to review them again. There is need to revisit the discussions
and decisions on forest land use policies to gain renewed agreements and
commitments from the community. In the last five years, conflicting views
on timber extraction led to estranged community relations. A guideline on
resource utilization was formulated during the period 1994-1997, but this
needs to be revisited and reviewed.
There is a high level of community awareness on the need for sustainable
resource utilization. This is best seen in the extent of forest cover –
estimated at 60% in the ancestral domain—amidst interest for resource
utilization. Community livelihood is primarily subsistence but increased
activity in abaca and rubber is providing a level of cash income. The
challenge is to find a production system that increases production to a level
that addresses basic needs, but with a surplus that can respond to education
needs, health security, and emergencies.

The high forest cover around the vicinity of the community ensures clean
and ample water sources for potable consumption and some irrigation.
The community is benefiting from the ecological services of the area’s water
resource. But questions on sustainability remain. A small hydro-generator
gives energy for the school and training facilities. But questions remain:
How can a continuing protection of the watershed be ensured? How
can the local committee manage the infrastructure to ensure continuing
services provided by the water-based infrastructure?
The community is a microcosm of the situation of Indigenous Peoples in
the Philippines. Most of their fertile flatlands were relinquished to migrant
settlers. In Bendum, many non-residents own large tracts of lands. This
partly explains why it is difficult for the community to implement landforest agreements.
Left with mountain slopes to work with and still dominantly subsistence
production, most of the Indigenous Peoples are faced with the lack of basic
foods and an absence of cash-generating activities. Among Indigenous
Peoples in Mindanao, it will be difficult to talk about forest protection when
they are challenged in terms of their daily survival. Yet some communities
like Bendum attempt to strike this balance and may well succeed given
appropriate support and assistance from broader society.
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CONCLUSION

T

he work in Bendum, specifically the educational initiatives,
continues. It has been a partnership of over twenty years
with a community that seeks a future for its children, its
land, and its culture. Securing the community’s ancestral
domain was part of the Pulangiyen’s effort at ensuring that
their community could continue to live on their land. The
community recognized however that the only way to guarantee
the survival of their culture in the long-term is by educating
their youth in a way that affirms and strengthens their identity
as Indigenous Peoples in society.
The efforts of the Pulangiyen are critical to the life of their
community and the life of their culture. But they are just as
important to broader society, and the growing concern and
support for an education that responds to the needs and
aspirations of Indigenous Peoples is evidence of this.
The experience documented in this monograph is not simply
a learning for other communities of Indigenous Peoples.
Broader society must give time to learning about their values
and aspirations, not as a distant sector of their society, but as
communities who have much to share about the meaning
of life, and who know what it means to welcome and bless
the stranger. A strong society is one that is able to meet the
needs of its people—especially those who are most vulnerable.
Philippine society must learn to value its diverse cultural
heritages, the wisdom of its Indigenous Peoples, and to
develop ways to engage that draw in the knowledge and
experiences of communities at the margins.
Indigenous communities face many challenges and Bendum’s
story is far from complete. But given the foundations laid in
the community, the renewed sense of cultural identity, and
the promise of the indigenous youth, there is hope that it will
continue to sustain life in its diversity.

Apu Palamguwan Cultural Education Center
VISION
The Apu Palamguwan Cultural Education Center (APC)
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domain and asserting their cultural integrity in society
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formal education ladder and help them engage with the
technological advancements of the global community
while gaining greater objectivity of their culture.
PHILOSOPHY
The school adheres to a needs-based and culture-based
education. It emphasizes the importance of making
education accessible to indigenous cultural communities
and in making the education system responsive to the
needs of the people. The school also recognizes the
importance of integrating the community's knowledge
system and way of life into the school curriculum in order
to sustain the culture and tradition of the Bukid-non
Pulangiyen and develop among the children and youth
respect for and pride in their cultural heritage.
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